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Event

“Sakotura Jazz Fest 02”
Sunday 13/08/17 @ 21:00 - The Open Air Theatre, Horto
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Sakotura Jazz Fest 0.2

A tribute to Nikos Psofogiorgos / A tribute to 
the drummer featuring:

Magnanimus trio

Kostas Theodorou-Lost Anthropology 
Maria Thodou & Drasta
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Sakotura Jazz Fest 0.2

It’s been a while since drummer Nikos 
Psophiogoros left life.

His friends have set up a club in order to keep 
his memory. With lots of music.

Nikos in his 30 years of living in Thessaloniki 
played almost all kinds of music.  But his great love was jazz and the freedom that he 
gives to the one who plays or just listens.  This term, of course, gave a much broader 
meaning than the obvious. It is music without boundaries and signs. Freedom of music and 
emotional expression.

With this in mind, we started 
last summer, organizing a 
festival in the homeland of Nikos 
Psophogiorgos in southern 
Pelion. With the noble support of 
Angelinis - Hatzinikos Foundation, 
and the help of many people 
and especially musicians, the 
Sakotura Jazz Fest 0.1 was held, 
hoping to continue and establish 
a permanent festival in South 
Pelion.
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For music. For Nikos.

For the second consecutive year, the Sakotura Jazz Fest 0.2 Festival is being held, in 
memory of Nikos Psophogiorgos. This time under the umbrella of the newly established 
Sakotouras Association - Friends of N. Psophiorgou, in collaboration with the Angelinis-
Hatzinikos Public Benefit Foundation.

This year’s program opens its wings to other worlds of jazz:

MAGNANIMUS trio

East Java, improvisation and tropical melodies

Christos Barbas / piano, new, chest, voice

Pavlos Spiropoulos / double bass

Dimitris Tasoudis / drums, piano, keys, marimba

KOSTAS THEODOROU - Lost_anthropology

Narrative Edessa Jazz with extensions

Kyriakos Tapakis / oud

Stamatis Pasopoulos / bayan

Vangelis Paschalidis / santouri

Dine Doneff / double bass

 

MARIA THOIDOU & DRASTA

... The seagull dancing the unlucky dance in

Edge of the rock. But since he can fly, what does he mean to fear? ...

Maria Thodou / Voice

DRASTA

Elsa Mouratidou / voice

Philippos Kostavelis / piano

Agamemnon Marda / double bass

Dimitris Tasoudis / drums

 

Official site http://shiloram.wix.com/nikos-psofogiorgos 
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http://shiloram.wix.com/nikos-psofogiorgos

